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DEAD NATURE
Artist Tim Spooner and musician Enrico Aurigemma present Dead Nature, a
performed audiovisual installation involving computer synthesised sound, adapted
musical instruments and live streamed microscopic images of natural objects,
materials and paintings. Live sound and video feeds respond to each other’s
organic flow creating a fragile and unpredictable structure in which the performers
struggle to find their place.
In an attempt to create connections between our human experience and the
complex structures of matter, Dead Nature invites the audience to look closer at
the world inside and out.
Dead Nature is produced by Artsadmin and developed in collaboration with
Battersea Arts Centre and Streatham Space Project. Supported by the National
Lottery through Arts Council England.

FURTHER INFORMATION
QUOTES

“Tim Spooner is unclassifiable – free from any preconceived ideas and expectations.”
– Renaud Herbin, Director TJP Strasbourg
“...it brilliantly played with perspective, perception, poetry...”
– Sebastian Buerkner on The Telescope
“Watching Cuteness Forensics, for me, is a reminder of the feeling – exciting and
disorienting... I laugh a lot.”
- Ben Kulvichit, Exeunt Magazine on Cuteness Forensics

PREVIOUS TOUR DATES

Streatham Space Project, London					
Battersea Arts Centre, London			
				

April 2019
June 2019

TIM SPOONER

Tim Spooner works in performance, collage, painting and sculpture. His work
uses materials and objects in ways that reveal unexpected properties, aiming
to open up perspectives beyond the human scale. Fundamentally interested in
unpredictability, his work is an exercise in balancing control with a lack of it in
the handling of the materials he is working with. Since 2010, Tim has created a
series of increasingly complex live works centred around the revelation of “life” in
material. Recent projects include The Voice of Nature, an interconnected system
of fragile sculptures; The Assembly of Animals, made for young audiences and
concerned with the abstraction of an animal form; and The Telescope, which
uses a microscope camera to reveal a universe of miniature objects manipulated
using magnets, electricity and chemical reactions. Alongside, and in relation to
these projects, he has produced a continuous stream of paintings and collages.

ENRICO AURIGEMMA

Enrico is an Italian musician, music producer, sound designer and engineer.
Enrico has been a theatre and live music professional for the past 12 years. He has
a particular interest in sound design and composition for theatre and performing
arts. He has worked for companies such as Artsadmin, Station House Opera,
Move to Stand and Box Clever Theatre. He also regularly works with producing
houses such as Battersea Arts Centre, Birmingham Repertory Theatre and
Belgrade Theatre.
His design credits include: Return to Elm House by Sarah Goldings (2018) Tim
Spooner’s performed installation The Voice of Nature (2018) Station House
Opera’s At Home in Gaza and London (2018), Amara Spence’s Abuelo-2016
and Concubine (2018) Box Clever Theatre’s Frankenstein (2017) and The
Merchant of Venice (2017/18) and David Sheppeard’s Hard Graft (2015).
Enrico is currently working as sound designer and composer for Strictly Arts
Theatre’s new production Not Black and White, Amahra Spance/Birmingham
Repertory Theatre’s All the Lives as well as touring the A/V installation Dead
Nature created in collaboration with Tim Spooner produced by Artsadmin.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
• Get in requirement – 1 day (on the day of performance)
• Running time – 45 minutes (the performance can be repeated 2-3 times a day)
• Travelling company – 2-3 on the road
• Venue tech crew required – 1 technical staff for get in and get out
• Venue to supply appropriate projector and screen
• Small to mid-scale venue
• Light touring with small freight

ACCESS
Seated performance. This work does not require audience movement and is
suitable for audiences with limited mobility.

